Pass the NCLEX® the first time... Guaranteed!

Hurst review services

A Critical Thinking & Application NCLEX® Review Course
Since 1988, Hurst Review students have collectively earned a 98% first attempt pass rate on the NCLEX®.

Developed and taught by registered nurses, our unique approach doesn't re-teach what you learned in nursing school – we help you re-think it for the NCLEX®.

The NCLEX® is completely different from any exam you took in nursing school. So the biggest challenge isn't remembering the answers, it's knowing how to answer. Hurst refreshes you on the topics covered on the test while teaching the critical thinking skills you'll need to apply your knowledge. We explain how the NCLEX® works, how it's graded, and what you can expect at the testing center.

You've already sat through plenty of lectures. So we're not here to read a book or recite facts to you. Our classes are interactive and engaging. When we review sample NCLEX® questions and patient scenarios, we don't just give the answers. We explain why the right answers are right and why the wrong answers are wrong. Understanding the WHY is the KEY to passing this test. Student questions are welcome anytime – before, during, or after class. We're not just nurses, we're your cheerleaders.

You'll leave our review with more confidence. We are giving you the “handout” so you can pass the NCLEX® the first time!
The NCLEX® is completely different from any exam you took in nursing school.
We understand this is a hectic time in your life and career, so Hurst offers three convenient and thorough options to prepare for the NCLEX®.

**Live Review** $350
- Our proven, organized approach that we guarantee will help you pass the 1st time.
- Everything you need to know covered in four days (approx. 28 hours), along with our 5th day materials.
- Lively and motivated RN instructors.
- Reviews scheduled year-round, nationwide.
- Personal support available.
- Pay once and attend as many live reviews as you like within two years of your graduation date.
- Money back guarantee or 45 day intense remediation program provided to any student who is unsuccessful on the boards.*

**Online Review** $300
- The proven Hurst course delivered via streaming video with unlimited access for 90 days.
- Work at your own pace.
- Students have the opportunity to submit questions concerning the content presented in the lectures via the web.
- Personal customer support available.
- Money back guarantee or 45 day intense remediation program provided to any student who is unsuccessful on the boards.*

**DVD Review** $275
- The proven Hurst course is available only through hospitals or colleges.
- Interactive sessions are led by an approved facilitator over four days.
- Minimum of four students required.
- Personal customer support available.
- Money back guarantee or 45 day intense remediation program provided to any student who is unsuccessful on the boards.*

All live and DVD review participants will receive a CD/DVD package containing lectures, outline notes, facts and a mock NCLEX® exam. Online students receive all this via the web.
We don't just teach you to answer questions, we teach you to be a better nurse.

Hurst's core content review:
- Was developed and is taught by registered nurses
- Lets you know what to expect from the NCLEX®
- Helps you learn to answer the NCLEX® way
- Improves your critical thinking skills
- Provides all you need to prepare for the NCLEX®

For schedules, registration, student testimonials and more information, visit us at www.hurstreview.com
*The Hurst Review Guarantee*

We guarantee that a student's first NCLEX® attempt will be successful if the student has completed either the Hurst Live, Online or DVD review in their entirety, and attempts the NCLEX® within six months of graduation from a U.S. accredited school of nursing.

If such student is unsuccessful, Hurst will provide, at the student's choice, either:
- Our one-time 45-day remediation course which must be completed within one year of student's graduation date.
- A full refund, less our $75 administrative fee. To receive a refund, the student must:
  - Not have taken more than two reviews (Live, 90-Day Online or DVD in any combination)
  - Notify Hurst within two weeks of receiving NCLEX® failure notice
  - Provide postmarked envelope of NCLEX® failure notice and candidate performance report (copy or actual)
  - Return all course material provided, including student book, CD and DVD

Hurst reserves the right to amend any policy at our sole discretion.

**Payment Plan**

- Available to students attending a Live Review.
- $50 deposit to register.
- $150 due the first day of review.
- Provide 30-day post dated check for remaining balance the first day of the review.

For details on scheduling a free informational session regarding services offered by Hurst, or to set up a Hurst live review for your class, contact us at info@hurstreview.com or give us a call at 601-833-1961

Hurst review services

111 South Railroad Avenue
Brookhaven, Mississippi 39601
www.hurstreview.com